
YOUR MENTOR

In addition to receiving

capital, you will be

matched to one of the

experienced alumni in our

network who will be your

mentor during your

Graduate Entrepreneur

journey. We will match

you based on your

industry, solution and

overall challenges. Your

mentor is someone who

has been in your shoes

before, and who knows

the steps and challenges

that come with

entrepreneurship.  

Check out our network at

www.graduate.nl
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Graduate Entrepreneur is an initiative of TU Delft, Erasmus University Rotterdam, Erasmus

MC and a group of well-established, merited alumni and is ran by students. It unites the

startup ecosystem: connecting all existing organizations in Delft & Rotterdam.

are you ready forare you ready for

the next step?the next step?

Check out our website for more information. You

can apply for funding via www.graduate.nl/fund.

We are looking forward to meeting you!

If you have any further questions, you can email

us at: hello@graduate.nl

We offer youWe offer you
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http://graduate.nl/network
mailto:hello@graduate.nl


Getting to know you

our Investment terms

Graduate Entrepreneur will set up multiple meetings to gain a thorough understanding of your business including but to

limited to the business model, team, strengths and weaknesses, strategy and financial projections. Sometimes,

Graduate Entrepreneur's Investment Manager will join.

Graduate Entrepreneur uses a standard ASAP note (Agreement of Subscription Against Advance Payment) that has

been inspired by the SAFE note pioneered by Y Combinator with the intention to simplify the investment process.

Basically, it is an advance payment for equity with no interest and no repayment requirement. During the investment

process, the details of the ASAP will be explained to you in order to ensure you understand what the key terms of the

investments are. 

The governing law is Dutch and all documentation will be in the English language. All the terms are standard with the

exceptions of one or two (valuation cap/possible discount). After the explanation, you can receive a copy of the

agreement.

Once the Investment Committee has approved the deal, the second half of the due diligence starts. This part is

intended to highlight potential barriers to investments in order to resolve them and to ensure all the requirements for

successful investment are met.

INVESTMENT PROCESSINVESTMENT PROCESS
This document describes the investment process of the Graduate Entrepreneur Fund. If you have any

questions, you can always contact hello@graduate.nl or someone from the fund team listed on

www.graduate.nl.

Before you are eligible for funding you have to set up a Limited Company, including the Articles of Memorandum. If the

Investment Committee decides to move forward with your company i.e., approves the investment proposal, we can

advise and help you set up the Limited Company, including the Articles of Memorandum. The timeline for such

incorporation is between 5 to 10 days and the cost are approx. €1000 for the simplest set-up with our M&A partner

Fieldfisher – depending on the complexity of the required set-up this may vary.  

Limited company



Create and strengthen the relationships between entrepreneurial minded students, staff and faculty of the three

universities in Delft and Rotterdam (TUD, EMC and EUR).

Create and strengthen the relationships between like-minded, entrepreneurial students, staff and faculty and

successful entrepreneurial alumni who are proponents for a shift in focus towards entrepreneurship.

Graduate Entrepreneur is a Giving Back initiative that intends to:

Graduate Entrepreneur is student-led and intends to inspire young people to build their own businesses, by lowering

the barrier to take action.

By working with Graduate Entrepreneur you pledge to the same Giving Back once your company is up and running and

successful. Graduate Entrepreneur intends to link entrepreneurial people of all generations to help and support each-

other, as good entrepreneurial alumni.

Giving Back

more info

Graduate Entrepreneur explicitly reserve the right, at any time and in any respect, to amend or terminate the

procedures currently envisaged for the funding process as outlined in this letter and/or to terminate the discussions.

You are under no obligation to consider or accept any offers made and you will not be responsible for any costs or

expenses by any person in connection with the funding process.

If you have any questions about the investment process, you can always contact one of the members of the student

team at hello@graduate.nl.

Timeline

Initial Evaluation

First contact

Quick scan

Phases

Items

Due Diligence (DD) Investment Execution

Commercial DD Follow-up DD Transfer of funds

IC* investment decision ASAP contracting Portfolio management

IC* = Investment Committee 


